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Abstract The relationship between photosynthetic car-
bon assimilation {Amax) and leaf nitrogen content {Nlear>
can be expressed on either a leaf area basis (Aarea vs
Narea) or a leaf mass basis {Amass vs Nmass). Dimensional
analysis shows that the units for the slope of this rela-
tionship are the same for both expressions (~ol
[CQ2J g-I [N] S-I). Thus the slope measures the change
in CQ2 assimilation per gram of nitrogen, independent
of leaf mass or leaf area. Although they have the same
units, large differences between the area and mass-based
slopes have been observed over a broad range of taxo-
nomically diverse species. Some authors have claimed
that regardless of these differences, the fundamental
nature of the Amax-Nleaf relationship is independent of
the units of expression. In contrast, other authors have
claimed that the area-based Amax-Nleaf relationship is
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IntroducHon

The relationship between the light-saturated photosyn-
thetic rate (Amax) and leaf nitrogen content (N1eaf) has
been studied extensively (e.g., Field and Mooney 1986;
WaIters and Field 1987; Evans 1989; Reich et al. 1994).
This relationship is important for several reasons. First,
Amax tends to be positively correlated with N1eaf because
the majority of leaf nitrogen is found in the proteins of
the Calvin cycle (including Rubisco) and the thylakoid
membranes (Evans 1989). Second, Nleaf can be used to
estimate the maximum rate of carboxylation (V CmaJ and
the light-saturated rate of electron transport (Jmax) in
the biochemical model of photosynthesis developed at
Farquhar et al. (1980) because VCmax is proportional to
Rubisco content and Jmax is proportional to the thy-
lakoid protein content (Field 1983; Evans 1989; Harley
et al. 1992). Third, the relationship between Amax and
Nleaf has been used to predict photosynthesis over scales
ranging from the leaf to the globe (e.g., Aber and Fed-
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fundamentally different from the mass-based relation-
ship because of interactions between Amax, Nleaf, and leaf
mass per area (LMA, 9 [leat] m-2 [leat]). In this study we
consider the mathematical relationships involved in the
transformation from mass- to area-based expressions
(and vice versa), and the implications this transforma-
tion has for the slope of the Amax-N1eaf relationship. We
then show that the slope of the relationship is indepen-
dent of the units of expression when the effect of LMA is
controlled statistically using a multiple regression. The
validity of this hypothesis is demonstrated using 13
taxonomically and functionally diverse CJ species. This
analysis shows that the slope of the Amax-N1eaf rela-
tionship is similar for the mass- and area-based expres-
sions and that significant errors in the estimate of the
slope can arise when the effect of LMA is not controlled.
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erer 1992; Harley et al. 1992; Kirschbaum et al. 1994;
Woodward and Smith 1994a,b; Aber et al. 1996).
Fourth, the Amax-N1eaf relationship has been implicated
as evidence for global-scale convergent evolution of
photosynthetic constraints (Reich et al. 1997; Reich et
al. in press). The extent and diversity of studies of this
relationship confirms its basic importance to our general
understanding of plant biology .

The Amax-NIeaf relationship is usually re~orted on
either a leaf area basis (Aarea, J.Unol [CO2] m- [leaf] S-1
and Narea, 9 [N] m-2 [leaf]) or a leaf mass basis
(Amass, IJ.InOI [CO2J g-1 [leaf] S-1 and Nmass, 9 [N] g-1
[leaf]). Dimensional analysis shows that the units for the
slope of the Amax-Nleaf relationship are the same for both
expressions (J.Unol [CO2J g-1 [N] S-1) (see also Reich and
Waiters 1994). This is because the units for leaf area or
leaf mass cancel when Amax is divided by N1eaf. Thus the
slope for both expressions represents the change in CO2
assimilation per gram of nitrogen, independent of leaf
mass or leaf area. Despite the fact that the slopes of the
relationship for both expressions share the same units,
substantial differences between the area-based slope
(h1area) and the mass-based slope (h1mass) have been
documented for a broad range of species (e.g., Field and
Mooney 1986; Reich et al. 1992, 1994). Area-based re-
lationships typically have lower correlations and lower
slopes than the same data expressed on a mass basis.
Field and Mooney (1986) and Evans (1989) concluded
that even though these differences eXist, the fundamental
nature of the Amax-N1eaf relationship is unaffected by the
units of expression. In contrast, Reich et al. (1992) and
Reich and WaIters (1994) provide extensive data illus-
trating sometimes profound differences between h1mass
and b1area for several taxonomically diverse species.
Reich and Waiters (1994, p. 80) state that "mass and
area relations can not be assumed to be similar, or even
easily comparable", and they conclude that the biolog-
ical interpretation of these two coefficients is funda-
mentally different because "in reality they are measuring
relationships of net carbon assimilation capacity and
nitrogen contents along different leaf gradients" (Reich
and WaIters 1994, p. 81).

Are the mass and area-based expressions of the Amax-
N1eaf relationship fundamentally different? This question
can answered by examining the mathematical details of
the transformation from mass-based to area-based ex-
pressions (or vice versa), and the implications this
transformation has for the coefficients of the linear re-
gression that is typically used to model the Amax-N1eaf
relationship. The transformation from mass- to area-
based expressions of Amax and N1eaf involves multiplying
the mass-based expression by leaf mass per area (LMA,
9 [leaf] m-2 [leaf]), e.g., Aarea j = Amass j X LMAj, and
Narea j = Nmass j X LMAj. If LMA were constant then
this would be a linear transformation of both Nmass and
Amass. When variables are linearly transformed the
coefficients obtained by regressing one variable on the
other are also transformed according to specific rules.
For the intercept (ho) this transformation is [ho] = boM y

and for the slope (bJ it is [bJ = blMy/Mx (Zar 1984,
p.290). In these two expressions Mx and Myare the
constants that variables X and Yare multiplied by, re-
spectively. The square brackets identify the transformed
coefficients. If M y = M x then the ratio M y/ M x equals
unity and bl = [bJ, otherwise bl ~ [bu. The reason
blarea does not usually equal blmass is that LMA is not
a constant but instead a random variable that tends to
be inversely related to both Amass and Nmass (e.g., Reich
and Waiters 1994; Reich et al. 1994). The transformation
for bOmass to boarea can therefore be approximated as

boarea = bOmass ( C -tl4 mass ) ( 1 )

and for blmass to blarea as

c -dAmass
( )blarea = blmass .I-AT 2

J -II.lVmass

where C and d are coefficients from the linear regression
of LMA on Amass, and j and k are coefficients from the
linear regression of LMA on Nmass. The functional form
of the relationship between LMA and Amass, and be-
tween LMA and Nmass is not important for this argu-
ment. What is important in Eq. 2 is that the ratio of
these functions (which must be unitless to be dimen-
sionally correct) is unlikely to equal unity because Amass
and Nmass are measured using different units. Therefore
blarea is unlikely to equal blmass.
To illustrate this point we calculated the coefficients c, d,
j, and k for the deciduous tree Betula pendula grown in a
controlled environment experiment (Rey and Jarvis
1998). These data gave the following ratio from Eq. 2:

76.72 -82.37Amass
69.90- 395.32Nmass

This ratio is an increasing function of LMA and ranges
from approximately 0.8 to approximately 1.15 (Fig. 1).
This also explains the difference in the correlation be-
tween area- and mass-based expressions because r = [r]
when the variables are linearly transformed (Zar 1984,
p. 290). Exactly how the transformation from mass to
area-based expressions will affect blarea relative to blmass
will depend on the nature of the relationships in the
numerator and denominator of Eq. 2. These relation-
ships may be specific to the species or functional-type,
and this may explain some of the variation in the pho-
tosynthesis-nitrogen relationship that has been observed
across broad ranges of species (e.g., Evans 1989; Reich
et ai. 1995).

If we could control LMA so that it did not vary , then
the ratio in Eq. 2 would equal unity and the regression
functions would be unnecessary 0 We would then expect
blarea to equal blmasso We can understand this intuitively
by visualizing a hypothetical leaf of fixed dimensions
and tissue density (i.e., fixed LMA). If we measured the
rate of CQ2 uptake by the entire leaf and then replaced a
fixed mass of nitrogen-deficient nonphotosynthetic tis-
sue with the same mass of nitrogen-rich photosynthetic
tissue without affecting the dimensions or density of the
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! I' I' I I I I I :i: 2°C. Measurements were made at ambient CQ2 concentration in
the field, and CQ2 concentration in the controlled environment
experiments was either 350 or 360 ppm (see the relevant citations
for details).
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Fig. 1 The ratio (c -d4mass)/(j -kNmass) from Eq. 2 versus LMA for
Betula pendula

leaf, then the change in the rate of CO2 uptake as a ratio
of the change in the mass of nitrogen (i.e., the Amax-N1eaf
slope for both the area and the mass-based expressions)
would be independent of the dimensions and density of
the leaf because neither of these would have changed. In
reality, though, controlling LMA experimentally is im-
practical, if not impossible, but we can control LMA
statistically. The simplest way to do this is to use a linear
multiple regression of Amax on N1eaf and LMA. We
therefore hypothesize that the slope of the relationship
between Amax and N1eaf will be similar for both area- and
mass-based expressions when the effect of LMA is
controlled using a multiple regression.

0.7
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Methods

Data Determination of statistical significance

All data used in this analysis were obtained from measurements on
plants growing in natural environments or from controlled-envi-
ronment experiments conducted in the field. There were a total of
four species from field observations (one deciduous chaparral
shrub, two evergreen shrubs and one evergreen tree) and nine
woody species (two pines and seven deciduous trees) from con-
trolled-environment experiments. Data consisted of rates of net
photosynthetic carbon assimilation measured at light saturation
under growth conditions (A8M&)' leaf nitorgen concentration
(Nmasa), and leaf mass per area (LMA). From these variables we
calculated photosynthesis per leaf mass (Amass) and nitrogen per
leaf area (N8M&). Nitrogen concentrations were usually determined
from the same leaves on which photosynthesis was measured al-
though in some cases adjacent leaves were collected for N analysis.
Variations in N1eaf resulted from either fertilization treatments,
differences between sun and shade leaves, leaf developmental stage,
or natural variation within leaf classes (see the relevant citations for
details). Photosynthesis measurements were made at ecologically
relevant temperatures (20-30°C depending on species) and mea-
surements for single species were usually controlled to within

Leaf-level relationships between Amax, Nlcaf and LMA were deter-
mined for the mass- and area-based expressions using least-squares
multiple-regression. Least-squares regression is a valid technique
when the independent variables are random (as in this analysis),
as long as their frequency distributions are not functions of the
regression coefficients (Neter et al. 1990, p. 86). We assumed that
all data sets met this requirement.

The simple regression of Amax on Nleaf was determined using
model I, while model 2 was used to determine the multiple re-
gression of Amax on Nleaf and LMA.

Amax i = ho + hlNIeaf i + £j (Modell )

Amax i = ho + hlNleafi + h2LMAi + Si (Model 2)

The important feature of model 2 is that the coefficients hl and h2
are partial regression coefficients, meaning that they estimate the
effect of one variable (either Nleaf or LMA) on Amax while the other
variable is held constant. Models 1 and 2 were fitted to the area and
mass.based data for each species. Comparison of hl from each
model was made by subtracting h1maas from h1area. 95% confidence
intervals for coefficients, and the difference between h1area and
h1maas, were estimated by calculating the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles
obtained from 2000 bootstrap replicates (Efron and Tibshirani
1993). Bootstraping involves resampling with replacement from the
original data to simulate multiple samples from a population. It is
useful when the statistical properties of the comparison being made
are not well understood or require unreasonable assumptions, as is
the case for our comparison of h1area and h1maas. The bootstrap
confidence intervals were not adjusted for comparisons across
species and the reader is therefore discouraged from making such
comparisons. In addition, the confidence intervals should be
treated as approximate because some of the data sets were smaller
than ideal for bootstraping. Medians for the bootstrap distribu-
tions were reported instead of means because some distributions
were highly skewed. Normality and homogeneity of residuals, and
effects of multicolinearity were checked using the original non-
bootstrapped data. Data for all species were pooled together and
models 1 and 2 were fitted to the pooled data to test whether the
hypothesis could be refuted at a hierarchical scale higher than a
single species.

Statistical comparison of regression coefficients from each model
was based on the bootstrap confidence intervals. Using this ap-
proach, two items are likely to be statistically different at the
specified level of confidence when the confidence intervals for those
items do not overlap. However, it is important to realize that the
definitive test of whether those items are statistically different in-
volves calculating the confidence interval for the difference between
the two items as done for the comparison of regression coefficients
discussed above. If this interval does not include zero then the items
can be considered statistically different (Robinson 1982). Similarly,
when the confidence intervals for two items do overlap this does
not mean they are not significantly different. This can only be de-
termined by calculating the confidence interval for their difference.

Results and discussion

There were noticeable differences between b1area and
b1mass determined using model 1 for most species
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Fig. 2 A Median slope (bV of the Amax-NIeaf relationship determined
using model1 for the area (.) and mass-based (0) expression. Boxes
are the bootstrap 95% CI and whiskers are the range of the bootstrap
distributions. Asterisks identify species that displayed significant or
marginal differences between b1o= and b1 mass (see Fig. 3A for
additional details). Initials on the x axis are species abbreviations (see
below for details). B As for A but determined using model 2. [Species
abbreviations and data citations: L.c Lepichinia ca/ycina (deciduous
chaparral shrub, Field and Mooney 1986), A.r Acer nlhrum
(deciduous tree, Norby et ai. 1997), A.s Acer saccharum (deciduous
tree, Norby et ai. 1997), A.g A/nus glutinosa (nitrogen-fixing deciduous
tree, Vogel and Curtis 1995), B.p Betula pendula (deciduous tree, Rey
and Jarvis 1998), F.s Fagus sylvatica (deciduous tree, Forstreuter
1995), L.t Liriodendron tulipifera (deciduous tree, Gunderson and
Wullschleger 1994), P.e Populus x euramericana (deciduous tree,
Curtis et ai. 1995), H.a Heteromeles arbutifo/ia (evergreen shrub,
Field and Mooney 1986), pj Prunus i/icifo/ia (evergreen shrub, Field
and Mooney 1986), Am Arbutus menzesii (evergreen tree, Field and
Mooney 1986), P.p Pinus ponderosa (evergreen tree, Tissue et ai. in
press), P.t Pinus taeda (evergreen tree, Tissue et ai. 1997), All all
species pooled]

(Fig. 2A). When the effect of LMA was controlled using
model 2, essentially all differences between blarea and
blmass were removed for all 13 species (Fig. 2B). Under
model I, the difference between b1area and blmass was
significant for L. ca/ycina, B. pendu/a, P. taeda and the
pooled data set, and marginally significant for A. rubrum
and P. i/icifo/ia (Fig. 3A). For each of these data sets,
the median for blmass tended to be higher than for b1area.
This difference was also marginally significant for
F. sy/vatica, but in this case blareawas higher than b1mass.

When the effect of LMA was controlled using model
2, not only were the medians for blarea and blmass made
similar within species, but also the estimated 95% con-
fidence intervals and the total range for each coefficient
(Fig. 2B). The difference between blarea and blmass under
model 2 was not different from zero for all species, al-
though some species were only marginally nonsignificant
(Fig. 3A). Nevertheless, for those species that were
marginally nonsignificant the observed difference be-
tween b1area and b1mass was small (Fig. 3A). The only
exception was the pooled data set for which blmass was
still significantly larger than blarea although this differ-
ence was also small (Fig. 3A).

To determine if the difference between b1area and
b1mass was larger for model I than for model 2, we
subtracted the absolute value of this difference for
model 2 from that for model I, i.e., Imodell b1area -
bImassl-Imodel2 b1area -b1massl. This comparison
shows that the difference between b1area and b1mass was
typically larger for model I than for model 2 (Fig. 3B).
Although the significance of this comparison was mar-
ginal for most species, it does show a consistent trend for
b1area and b1mass to be more similar under model 2 than
under model I.

We also compared b1 from models I and 2 to see if
model I under- or overestimated the slope of the Amax-
N1eaf relationship relative to model 2. This was done
separately for the area and mass-based expressions by
calculating b1modell -b1modcl2 and testing this difference
against zero. There were statistically significant errors in
the slope of the relationship given by modell relative to
model 2 for Lepichinia calycina, Acer rubrum, Pinus
taeda and the pooled data set, and marginally significant
errors for Betula pendula, Heteromeles arbutifolia and
Prunus ilicifolia (Fig. 4). For these species, b1area from
modell generally underestimated the slope and/or b1mass
from model I generally overestimated the slope. Fagus
sylvatica, which displayed marginally significant errors,
was an exception because its response was opposite to
that of the species listed above. However, it is important
to note that a significant difference between the area-
based coefficients did not necessarily mean that the
mass-based coefficients differed for that species and vice
versa.

Species that displayed large or significant differences
between b1area and b1mass under model I also displayed
large or significant values for the partial regression co-
efficients for LMA from model 2 (b2area and b2mass,
Fig. 5). This supports the conclusion of Reich and
WaIters (1994) that LMA modifies the Amax-N1caf rela-
tionship through interactions with both photosynthesis
and leaf nitrogen content. For those species that dis-
played significant values of b2area or b2mass' an increase in
LMA generally had a negative effect on Aarea or Amass
when N1eaf was held constant. This negative association
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Fig. 3 A Median difference between the area- and mass-based
expressions of the slope of the Amax-Nleaf relationship (Le.,
b1 0= -b1 mass) determined using model 1 (.) and model 2 (0). All
other details as for Fig. I. B The difference between the absolute
values for model 1 and model 2 shown in A, Le., Imodel 1
differencel -Imodel 2 differencel

Fig. 4 Median difference between b1 from models 1 and 2, i.e.,
b1modd I -b1mock:l2 for the area- (.) and mass-based (0) expressions.
All other details as for Fig. 1

WaIters 1994). This may be essentially true when the
effect of LMA is not controlled. Reich and WaIters
(1994) correctly concluded that b1area differed from blmass
because of interactions between Amax, Nlcaf, and specific
leaf area (SLA -the inverse of LMA). The current
analysis extends that work by showing how these rela-
tionships are linked across units of expression and how
those links tell us that b1area is expected to be funda-
mentally the same as blmass.

These results have several implications for physio-
logical and ecological studies of photosynthesis. First, it
confinns that the change in the rate of CQ2 assimilation
as a function of leaf nitrogen content is independent of
the units of expression when the effect of LMA is con-
trolled. This is important because it shows that what was
previously thought to be a complicated issue is in fact
straightforward, and that the mathematical relationships
involved are logical and robust. Second, it provides
further evidence that LMA is an important regulator of
photosynthesis although the mechanism of this effect is
not well understood. Third, because of the dependencies
between Amax, Nleaf, and LMA, ecological studies of the
Amax-Nlcaf relationship should control for potential ef-
fects of LMA. This may be particularly important in
studies of patterns across species or functional types
because LMA may confound results by biasing measures
of central tendency and inflating variances.

This analysis also has important implications for
models of leaf-Ievel photosynthesis and plant growth. It
shows that for some species statistically significant errors
in the slope of the Amax-NIcaf relationship occur when the
effect of LMA is not controlled. Therefore it seems pru-
dent to incorporate LMA into predictive models of
photosynthesis. This should be mathematically simple,
but it may complicate modeling efforts by increasing the
amount of data needed to parameterize the models. Al-
ternatively, modeling the Amax-Nleaf relationship as a bi-
variate function of photosynthesis and leaf nitrogen
content reduces the multidimensional response to a two-
dimensional representation. The added accuracy that
may be gained by treating the Amax-Nleaf relationship as a
multidimensional response may not, however, outweigh

may be due to a reduction in nitrogen allocation to
photosynthetic versus nonphotosynthetic compounds
(Evans 1989), to greater allocation of biomass to struc-
tural versus photosynthetic components (Vitousek et al.
1990; Lloyd et al. 1992), to greater internal shading
(Terashima and Hirosaka 1995), or to greater limita-
tions to internal diffusion (parkhurst 1994).

The results of this analysis provide strong support for
the hypothesis that the slope of the relationship between
photosynthesis and leaf nitrogen content is fundamen-
tally the same for both the area and mass-based ex-
pressions when the effect of LMA is controlled
statistically. Previously it had been suggested that the
biological interpretation of blarea is fundamentally dif-
ferent to that of b1mass (Reich et al. 1992; Reich and
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the difficulties in obtaining sufficient data to parameterize
the models. There is a clear need for sensitivity analyses to
determine how much LMA may affect model predictions.
Nevertheless, if the aim of the models is to present and
accurate mechanistic representation of photosynthesis
then the results of this study reconcile some important
misconceptions ~nd help simplify the problem.
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